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In a previous 2-part article (1), the authors wrote about the faulty associations of the Sumerian deities known
as the Anunnaki as they are portrayed in the books, television series, and other media, which promotes
Ancient Astronaut Theory (hereafter â€œA.A.T.â€•).
Zecharia Sitchin and the Mistranslation of Sumerian Texts
The New Star - Supernova 1604, also known as Kepler's Supernova. Courtesy NASA ( Public Domain ) A
Heavenly Sign Heralds a New Era of Enlightenment . The 1604 event is known as Kepler's Supernova, after
the astronomer who made detailed observations of it at the time.
Secret Societies and Hidden Knowledge: The Explosive Star
Lucifer is a fallen angel who was the head of the ministry of music in Heaven when he was in heaven. It has
been said of him he was the most beautiful of ALL angels and he was the director of the flow of music there
(Praise and Worship).
Lucifer : Angel of Music - turnbacktogod.com
The arch angel Lucifer was our spiritual leader in the 1st earth age. We were spirit beings then, and we all
had celestial bodies in the 1st earth age.
American Wisdom Series
Today on TruNews we expand on the permafrost predicament detailed in yesterdayâ€™s program, and
share how China is developing artificial suns and moons to heat their society during the looming Ice Age
experts are predicting.
SOL-WAR - Sons of Light - Warriors Alien Resistance
The CIA Disclosure is finally available in Genesis for the Space Race available on Amazon and at
www.timestreampictures.com. If you want to know who John B. Leith was, read The Man with the Golden
Sword.
Home - Welcome Truthseeker
INTRODUCTION TO ASTROLOGY (AS-100 Revised - 1.0 Credit Hours): Since ancient times we looked to
the heavens believing the movements of the sun and planets affected much of what takes place on earth. If
these movements could be read properly the future could be understood and provided for.
College of Inner Awareness, Metaphysical Studies and
Zeitgeist continues as do the skeptics with the idea that Christianity itself is a copy of the cult of Mithras,
which was popularized in Rome in the 1st to 4th Century AD (note that it sprung up in Rome after the death
of Christ and centuries after the Old Testament prophecies of the Coming Messiah).
Was Jesus a Copy of Horus, Mithras, Krishna, Dionysus and
How old is the world? Ancient commentators propose that the world may be simultaneously young and old.
One of the most obvious perceived contradictions between Torah and science is the age of the universe. Is it
billions of years old, like scientific data, or is it thousands of years, like Biblical ...
How old is the world? What is the age of the universe?
E. MICHAEL JONES, AUTHOR AND HISTORIAN, is a former professor at Saint Maryâ€™s College in
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Indiana and the current publisher of Culture Wars Magazine. As the author of several books, Jonesâ€™ later
works focus on Jewish opposition to the Catholic Church throughout history and its pernicious effect ...
Jewish Control Of The Catholic Mind - Interview With E
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